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Stowell Associates received its first accreditation

by the The Joint Commission (TJC) in 2012 and in

February of this year, we were re-accredited

without contingencies. "I have rarely run into this: I

have virtually no finding" reported our surveyor

after spending two days with our care managers,

caregivers, clients and leadership team.

"The care we provide is evidence based and

personalized to meet the needs of our clients"

explained Patricia Beem, RN, Quality Improvement

Manager. Pattie went on to say "We share the

vision of The Joint Commission to provide the

safest, highest quality, best-value health care. I feel

privileged to work at Stowell." Ms. Beem is

responsible for the agency's continuous quality

and works with every aspect of the agency's

compliance with standards of practice in home

care.

Ann Carns, author of the New York Times article, Seal of

Approval for Home Health Care Providers

http://nyti.ms/1dYXQrV wrote, "finding someone to care for

an ill or aged relative at home can be challenging.

Hoping to help consumers make those choices, some

home health agencies are seeking voluntary

accreditation by independent organizations."

Stowell Associates provides an exceptional level of

personalized care. We invite you to consider the value of

our model of care managed home care by linking to our

Comparison

Guide. http://caremanagedhomecare.com/caregiving/

 

It is a helpful tool to selecting the best home care

provider.

Since 1983 improving the quality of the day to day lives of our clients and their families in ways both small and large.

Nationally Accredited by the Joint Commission. Locally owned by professional social workers who are leaders locally and nationally.

Recognized as a Top Workplace 2011-2014 receiving Best in Class and a Special Leadership Award (2011),

a Training Award (2012) and Best in Class and a Special Management Award (2014).

Torch Award recipient for Business Ethics and Integrity from the Wisconsin Better Business Bureau (2004).
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